AbstractÐLoop blocking (tiling) is a well-known compiler optimization that helps improve cache performance by dividing the loop iteration space into smaller blocks (tiles); reuse of array elements within each tile is maximized by ensuring that the working set for the tile fits into the data cache. Padding is a data alignment technique that involves the insertion of dummy elements into a data structure for improving cache performance. In this work, we present DAT, a technique that augments loop tiling with data alignment, achieving improved efficiency (by ensuring that the cache is never under-utilized) as well as improved flexibility (by eliminating self-interference cache conflicts independent of the tile size). This results in a more stable and better cache performance than existing approaches, in addition to maximizing cache utilization, eliminating self-interference, and minimizing cross-interference conflicts. Further, while all previous efforts are targetted at programs characterized by the reuse of a single array, we also address the issue of minimizing conflict misses when several tiled arrays are involved. To validate our technique, we ran extensive experiments using both simulations as well as actual measurements on SUN Sparc5 and Sparc10 workstations. The results on benchmarks exhibiting varying memory access patterns demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique through consistently high hit ratios and improved performance across varying problem sizes.
INTRODUCTION
T HE growing disparity between processor and memory speeds makes the efficient utilization of cache memory a critical factor in determining program performance. Compiler optimizations to exploit the data cache have been studied and implemented in the past. Compulsory cache misses, which occur when memory data is referenced for the first time, can be minimized to some extent by prefetching techniques [1] . Reduction of capacity misses (which occur when reusable data is evicted from the cache due to cache size limitations) is achieved by loop blocking (or loop tiling) [2] Ða well-known compiler optimization that helps improve cache performance by dividing the loop iteration space into smaller blocks (or tiles). This also results in a logical division of arrays into tiles. The working set for a tile is the set of all elements accessed during the computation involving the tile. Reuse of array elements within each tile is maximized by ensuring that the working set for the tile fits into the data cache. Conflict misses, which occur when several data elements compete for the same cache location, are a consequence of limited-associativity caches. Cache conflicts in the context of tiled loops are categorized into two classes: 1) self-interference: cache conflicts among array elements in the same tile, and 2) cross-interference: cache conflicts among elements of different tiles (of the same array) or different arrays. Conflict misses can seriously degrade program performance; their reduction is generally addressed during the selection of tile sizes.
Data alignment techniques for reducing cache misses were reported by Lebeck and Wood [3] in a study of the cache performance of the SPEC92 benchmark suite, where they observed significant speedups (up to 3.4X) even on code that was previously tuned using execution-time profilers.
Padding is a data alignment technique that involves the insertion of dummy elements in a data structure for improving cache performance. In this paper, we present DAT, a data alignment technique based on padding of arrays that ensures a more stable and, in most cases, better cache performance than existing approaches, in addition to maximizing cache utilization, eliminating self-interference, and minimizing cross-interference. Further, while all previous efforts are targeted at programs characterized by the reuse of a single array, we also address the issue of minimizing conflict misses when several tiled arrays are involved. Our experiments on several benchmarks with varying memory access patterns demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique and its stability with respect to changing problem sizes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss previous published work on loop tiling for cache performance enhancement. In Section 3, we demonstrate the significance of the padding technique through a motivating example. In Section 4, we describe our tile size selection and padding strategies and a generalization of the strategies into the case with several tiled arrays. We describe our experimental results in Section 5, discuss the implications in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
Several techniques for exploiting the data cache through loop tiling have been proposed in the past. Loop restructuring techniques to enable tiling are reported in [4] , [2] , [5] , all of which do not address conflict misses that occur in real caches.
Lam et al. [6] reported the first work modeling interferences in direct-mapped caches with a study of the cache performance of a matrix multiplication program for different tile sizes. They present an algorithm (LRW) for computing the tile size which selects the largest square tile that does not incur self-interference conflicts. This strategy is effective for reducing cache misses, but is sensitive to the array sizeÐthe tile sizes vary widely with small changes in array sizes. For instance, in the matrix multiplication example, for a 1,024-element cache, a PHH Â PHH array results in a PR Â PR tile, whereas a PHS Â PHS array results in a S Â S tile. The S Â S tile makes inefficient utilization of the 1,024-element cache and degrades performance due to loop overheads introduced by tiling.
Esseghir [7] presents a tile size selection algorithm (ESS) for one-dimensional tiling which selects a tile with as many rows of the array, as would fit into the data cache. This algorithm cannot exploit the benefits of two-dimensional tiling and also does not consider cross-interference among arrays in its computation of tile sizes.
Coleman and McKinley [8] present a technique (TSS) based on the Euclidean G.C.D. computation algorithm for selecting a tile size that attempts to maximize the cache utilization while eliminating self-interferences within the tile. They incorporate the effects of the cache line size, as well as cross-interference between arrays. The tile sizes generated by TSS are, like LRW, also very sensitive to the array dimension. For the matrix multiplication example on a 1,024-element cache, a PHH Â PHH array results in a RI Â PR tile, whereas, a PHS Â PHS array results in a R Â PHQ tile. Since the working set in both cases is large, the cache utilization of TSS is good. However, if the working set gets too close to the cache size, cross-interferences, which are handled with a probabilistic estimate in TSS, begin to degrade the performance. We discuss this issue in Section 5.
In this work, we present a data alignment technique based on padding of arrays that ensures a stable cache performance for a variety of problem sizes. Our approach differs from that presented in [6] , [7] , [8] in that we are also able to handle the case where several tiled arrays are involved. As in previous work, we focus our attention on two-dimensional arrays.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We illustrate the effect of the padding data alignment technique on the cache performance of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Fig. 1a shows the core loop of FFT [9] , highlighting the accesses to array sigreal. Fig. 1c illustrates the distribution of the accesses in the sigreal array for two iterations of the outer loop (indexed by l) with array size n PY HRV words, and an example 512-word direct-mapped cache with four words per line. In the first iteration of the outer loop (l H), we have accesses to the set of pairs (sigreliY sigreli IY HPR), all of which conflict in the cache because, in general, the pairs (sigreliY sigreli SIPk) will map to the same cache location for all integral k. Similarly, we observe similar s e v e r e c o n f l i c t s b e t w e e n t h e p a i r s (sigreliY sigreli SIP) in the second iteration (l I).
The pathological conflicts above can be prevented by the judicious padding of the sigreal array with dummy elements. Fig. 1d shows a modification of the storage of the sigreal array with four dummy words (size of one cache line) inserted after every 512 words. This ensures that sigreli nd sigreli P n never map into the same cache line. The sigimag array, which has an identical access pattern to sigreal, is prevented from conflicting with sigreal by adjusting the distance between the two arrays, i.e., by inserting padding between them.
A comparison of the execution times of the original FFT algorithm in Fig. 1a with that of Fig. 1b shows a speedup of 15 percent on the SunSparc-5 machine. This shows that the time spent in the extra computation involved in calculating the new array indices (i' and le') is small in comparison to the time saved by preventing the cache misses.
DATA ALIGNMENT STRATEGY
We now describe our technique, DAT, for data alignment of two-dimensional arrays. In Section 4.1, we describe the procedure for selecting the tile sizes. For the selected tile sizes, we compute the required padding of arrays for avoiding self-interference within the tile in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present a generalization of the technique to handle the case when a tiled loop involves several arrays with closely-related access patterns.
Tile Size Computation
The tile size selection procedure can be summarized as follows: Select the largest tile for which the working set fits into the cache. For computing the working set size, we use the formulation used in [8] . Fig. 2 describes procedure SelectTile for computing the tile sizes. In addition to the most common case where we select the square tile, we also allow the user to specify the shape of the tile in cases where additional information about the application is available. To achieve this, the procedure takes the parameters: TypeX, TypeY, ShapeX, and ShapeY. In the common case (case 1: ShapeX = ShapeY = H), we choose the largest square tile for which the working set fits into the cache. wsxY y gives the size of the working set for a tile with x rows and y columns. We maintain the number of columns to be a multiple of the cache line size to ensure that unnecessary data is not brought into the cache. If ShapeX and ShapeY have a nonzero value, the user wishes to guide the tile-selection process. TypeX and TypeY can take the value CONSTANT or VARIABLE. If TypeX (TypeY) has value CONSTANT and TypeY (TypeX) has value VARI-ABLE, as in cases 2 and 3, the user has fixed the number of rows (columns) in the tile as ShapeX (ShapeY). Procedure SelectTile only determines the number of columns (rows). If both TypeX and TypeY are CONSTANT (case 4), the user has already optimized the tile sizes, and the procedure performs no action. If both TypeX and TypeY are VARIABLE (case 5), the user intends the ratio of rows and columns of the tile to be ShapeX : ShapeY. The procedure selects the largest tile with the rows and columns in the given ratio for which the working set g.
Associative Caches
Associative caches can be effectively utilized in our tiling procedure to reduce cross interference in a tiled loop. We first determine the largest allowed working set size (w) for the tile by considering the possibility of cross-interference. If there is no cross-interference (e.g., there is only one array involved), we set w g (the cache size). However, there are circumstances where cross-interferences cannot be completely eliminated. For example, in the matrix multiplication example (discussed in Section 5), implementing I Â P Q , where I Y P , and Q are matrices, the tiling algorithm is designed to exploit reuse in matrix P Ðthe other matrices contribute unavoidable cross-interferences with the tile from P in the cache. In this case, if the cache associativity e b I, we set w eÀI e Â g.
1 In other words, in an e-way cache, in any cache entry (with e lines), the primary tile (tile of the blocked array) occupies only (e À I) lines, leaving the remaining one line to be occupied by elements outside the reused tile. This ensures that elements of the primary tile are almost never mistakenly evicted from the cache. After determining w, we use procedure SelectTile (Fig. 2) , replacing the condition wsxY y g by wsxY y w.
Pad Size Computation
The computation of tile size in Section 4.1 ignores the possibility of self-interferences within the tile. We now formulate the procedure for an appropriate padding of the rows of the array with dummy elements in order to avoid this self-interference. Consider the mapping of a QH rows Â QH columns tile in a PST Â PST array into a IY HPR-element cache. Fig. 3a shows that rows 1 and 5 of the tile cause selfinterference because they map into the same cache locations. To overcome this conflict, we can pad each row of the array with eight dummy elements so that the fifth tile row now occupies the space adjacent to row 1 in the cache (Fig. 3b) . The regularity of the cache mapping ensures that no self-interference occurs among the elements of all the tile rows.
Algorithm ComputePad (Fig. 4) outlines the pad size computation procedure. The initial assignment to InitPad ensures that the rows of the padded array are aligned to the cache line size. For different multiples of LineSize, from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of CacheSize, we test if the resulting padded row of size x dize causes selfinterference conflicts for the given tile of dimension Rows Â Cols. This is done by iterating through all the elements of the tile in steps of LineSize and checking if any two elements map into the same cache line.
Multiple Tiled Arrays
The padding technique described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 lends itself to an elegant generalization when computing the tile sizes of an algorithm involving more than one tiled array. We assume that the arrays have identical sizes ( Â ). Since both arrays are accessed in the same tiled loop, they have identical tile sizes. We choose the tile sizes such that, as before, the working set (which involves elements accessed from all the tiled arrays) fits into the cache. To determine the padding size such that both selfinterferences within each tile, as well as cross-interferences across tiles, are avoided, we first construct a tile consisting of the smallest rectangular shape ( ) enclosing all the tiles. In Fig. 5 , the new contour formed from the tiles in arrays e and f are shown. We now determine the pad size such that rectangle in an Â array does not have any selfinterference, using the method described in Section 4.2. This becomes the pad size of all the tiled arrays. However, the tile size of each array remains Â . Finally, we adjust the distance between the starting points of the arrays so that the tiles are laid out the way they appear in rectangle in the first iteration. For example, in Fig. 5 , arrays e and f (both are now Â H ) are laid out such that eHH and fHH are a distance ( Á H mod g) apart in the cache.
EXPERIMENTS
We performed experiments on two commonly available workstationsÐSUNSparc5 (SS5) and SUNSparc10 (SS10). The SS5 has a direct-mapped 8 KB data cache (1,024 double precision elements) with a 16-byte cache line (two elements per line). The SS10 has a 4-way associative 16 KB data cache (2,048 elements) with a 32-byte cache line (four elements per line). Our experimental results were performed both through actual measurement (MFLOPs on SUN SPARC Stations) as well as simulations on the SHADE simulator from SUN Microsystems [10] .
The example programs on which we performed our experiments are: 1) Matrix Multiplication (MM) (with the standard ijk-loop nest permuted to ikj-order, as in [6] ); 2) Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) [8] ; 3) L-U Decomposition (LUD) [8] ; and 4) Laplace [11] . We did not use the FFT algorithm in the comparisons because it does not involve tiled loops and, consequently, LRW, TSS, and ESS cannot be applied to it.
Uniformity of Cache Performance
Our first experiment was to verify our claim that the padding technique results in a uniformly good performance for a wide variety of array sizes. Fig. 6 shows the variation of data cache miss ratios (on the SS5 cache configuration) of four algorithms (LRW, ESS, TSS, and DAT) on the matrix multiplication (MM) example for all integral array sizes between 35 and 350. 2 We observe that the miss ratio of DAT is consistently low, independent of problem size, whereas all other algorithms show some sensitivity to the size. This is attributed to the fact that DAT uses fixed tile dimensions (QH Â QH) for the given cache parameters, independent of array size, whereas, in the other algorithms, tile dimensions vary widely with array size.
Variation of Cache Performance with Problem Size
We present experiments below on the performance of each technique on the various examples, for several array sizes. We include array sizes of 256, 300, 301, and 550 to enable comparison with TSS [8] (which also presents data on these sizes). Array sizes 256 and 512 are chosen to illustrate the case with pathological cache interference, while 300 and 301 are chosen to demonstrate the widely different tile sizes for small changes in array size. Sizes 384, 640, and 768 illustrate the cases where the array size is a small multiple of a power of 2 (QVR IPV Â QY TRH IPV Â SY UTV PST Â Q). We also include data for array sizes 700, 800, 900, and 1,000. Fig. 7 shows the cache performance of the blocked L-U Decomposition program described in [8] . An analysis of the array access patterns in LUD [12] reveals the following relationship for the optimal tile shape: No. of Columns No. of Rows Â Cache Line Size. Fig. 7 shows that DAT and LRW have the lowest cache miss ratios (except at array sizes such as 256, 384, 512, etc., where LRW has considerably higher miss ratios). The lower miss ratio of LRW is, however, often at the expense of instruction count, since the relatively smaller tiles in LRW incur overheads introduced by loop tiling. TSS tends to incur higher miss ratios because it sometimes chooses a comparatively larger tile sizes, leading to the working set size being too close to the cache size, which results in crossinterferences. ESS incurs cache conflicts because it does not account for cross-interferences.
A comparison of the instruction count shows that, in general, ESS has a smaller number of executed instructions than DAT and LRW. This is a consequence of the larger tile sizes selected by ESS. The instruction count of TSS fluctuates because it selects widely varying tile sizes.
The processor cycle count (with memory latency = 12 cycles; normalized to DAT) and MFLOPs measurements show that DAT has the best and most stable overall performance. Table 1 summarizes the comparisons of experimental results for all the four examples (MM, LUD, SOR, and Laplace) on the SS5 and SS10 platforms on the basis of the four metrics identified above. In order to do a fair comparison, the table does not include array sizes such as 512, 640, etc., which would penalize all the other techniques. Thus, the improvements shown in the table are obtained without considering these cases. If these were taken into account, the improvement would be higher. Column 1 gives the example names; Columns 2, 3, and 4 give the improvement in cache miss ratios (MR) of our technique DAT over TSS, ESS, and LRW, respectively. Similarly, Columns 5, 6, and 7 compare the normalized instruction counts; Columns 8, 9, and 10 compare the normalized processor cycle counts; and Columns 11, 12, and 13 compare the MFLOPs with respect to DAT, i.e., the speedup of DAT over other techniques. On the SS5, we notice an average speedup of 24.2 percent over TSS, 38.0 percent over ESS, and 12.0 percent over LRW. On the SS10, we observe an average speedup of 7.2 percent over TSS, 13.8 percent over ESS, and 4.8 percent over LRW. The speedup on SS10 is smaller because the SS10 has a larger cache, which reduces the number of cache conflicts.
DISCUSSION
The main advantage of DAT, the data alignment technique we presented, is its flexibilityÐdecoupling tile selection from the padding phase allows the tile size to be independently optimized without regard to self-interference conflicts. This allows us to select larger tile sizes to maximize the cache utilization. This also allows us to incorporate a user-supplied tile-shape which might be optimized for a specific application. For instance, we can easily handle one-dimensional tiling (SOR example in Table 1 ), while it cannot be easily incorporated into TSS and LRW. For a given application and cache size, we choose a fixed tile size, independent of the array size (only the pad size varies with the array size), resulting in stability of the performance of the resulting tiled loop. For instance, in the matrix multiplication (Fig. 6) , the miss ratio of DAT was in the range [3.11 percent-4.87 Table 1 ), while all the other techniquesÐLRW, TSS, and ESS are targeted at algorithms in which the reuse of only a single array dominates. While accesses to the several arrays would cause cross-interference in the other approaches, we are able to completely eliminate cache conflicts arising out of this cross-interference using our technique. Finally, our padding technique can be easily extended to arrays with greater than two dimensions, by serializing the padding procedure over the different dimensions.
One consequence of the padding technique is that the structure of the data arrays is transformed and references to the array in the rest of the code have to reflect the new structure. This, however, does not lead to any performance penalties. For example, when the row size is updated from to H , the expression to compute the location for ij changes from e i Â j to e i Â H j, assuming the array begins at e. There could be a conflict in padding sizes if the same array is accessed in different tiled loops. In this case, we invoke the padding strategy on the more critical loop (larger number of array accesses) and, in the others, use one of the existing methods (LRW or TSS) in the remaining loops, with updated row size for the array.
Another consequence of our proposed data alignment technique is that it cannot be directly incorporated into a library routine since the array sizes are not known. The optimization is most effective when it is integrated into the program instead of compiled separately as a library routine. However, the incorporation into a library routine is possible under certain reasonable constraintsÐfor example, if the interface to the tiled array is through file I/O and the library routine constructs the data structure for the arrays in memory.
One way to work around the problem of incorporating the data alignment technique into a library routine is to copy the arrays into a separate memory space with the padding inserted, similar to the Copy Optimization technique [6] , [13] . However, the overhead of copying the arrays is usually quite significant [13] , [8] . In our experiment on the FFT, program copying resulted in a 6 percent improvement in performance over the original code in Fig. 1a , in contrast to the 15 percent improvement for Fig. 1c . It is interesting to note the performance improvement of 6 percent in spite of the copy overhead.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a data alignment technique DAT for improving the cache performance of numerical applications. We presented an algorithm for selection of tile sizes and data alignment through padding to maximize the utilization of data caches and minimize cache conflicts. We also presented an extension of this approach to reduce cross-interference in applications with multiple tiled arrays.
Our experiments were performed on machines with different cache configurations (SS-5 and SS-10), using a number of standard numerical benchmarks for a range of array sizes. The results demonstrate that our technique results in consistently low data cache miss ratios and effective cache utilization, leading to good overall performance. 
